Get Your Motors Running
Now is your chance to be a part of
Los Angeles’s highest-octane classic car
rumble hosted by the unashamed
women of the pinup world,
Tonya Kay’s Pinup Pole Show!
Differentiate yourself from the
competition by supporting this cheeky,
greasy, retro event with a diverse and
fast-growing fan base.
We have a history of selling out shows, hosting up to 500 cars
and 5000 guests over our 5 year run. We produce 3 local
shows/year and get set - in 2019 we are expanding to include a
full festival in Northern California. Now is an exciting time to
align brands.
Our fan base is targeted and devoted, including wrenchers,
photographers, pinup models, elite-level athletes
and devoted retro-philes.
In between our LA-based rallies, we appear in magazines, tv/film and write the most-read column for the premiere racing parts
emag weekly. If you think your fashion or auto parts would shine in one of our photoshoots or on our stage, let us know.

We are seeking sponsors, vendors and contributors so we can bring this full-throttle fun
to the nation and it all starts with you!
pinuppoleshow.com

burnrubber@pinuppoleshow.com

323.744.1311

FLAMETHROWER
$1000

SLINGSHOT
$750

HOT LICKS
$500

Logo on Official Event Recap Video

X

Logo Displayed on Viewing Screens
During Event

X

X

Name on Event Flyers / Posters
(1000 per event)

X

X

Logo and Link on Website

X

X

2 Comp Tickets to Event

X

X

Logo on Red Carpet Banner

X

X

X

Link in Newsletter and Ticketing Page
(1,800 target subscribers)

X

X

X

Car Show Signage

X

X

Vendor Table

X

Social Media Promo
(150K combined reach)

X

X

X

Mic Mention During Event

X

X

X

Promo Items in Prize Bags
(6 prizes per event)

X

X

X

BANGER
$50

X
X

burnrubber@pinuppoleshow.com

323.744.1311

X
X

X

Get on board for all shows in an entire year and we’ll REV IT UP and take 15% off per event.
pinuppoleshow.com

Prize
Sponsor

X

